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A mission-critical publication for the Kent Roberts Age1
by Kent Roberts
When any
reasonable person
thinks about Kent
Roberts-related
media, the first and
only news outlet that
comes to mind is

Kent. In other
words, it’s clear that
this publication is at
the core of the effort
to spread the word
of Kent’s life to
children, women,
and men from sea to
shining sea (and

even in boats in the
sea, and swimming
or using flotation
devices). To put it
another way, this
humble and
unassuming,
arrogant and
assumptive one-

pager is as critical to
the impossible
mission of Roberts
as Kent’s eyes are to
his all-seeing (minus
the viewpoints
provided by every
other perspective)
vision.

Kent Fail Log
15.4% error rate mars final 13 characters of bacKent
by Kent Roberts
I suppose to say that the July
#1 issue of Kent (Volume
15, Issue 5; the “Kent is
Only Natural” issue) ended
on a discordant note would
be accurate, but perhaps
what’s more to the point is
that the musician stopped
playing the song and just

sludged his way through the
final few notes – and that is
why the melody went
haywire. Just take a look for
yourself. Here is original text
of the final 18 characters,
with two typos underlined
(the latter because there were
no initial quotes in the
original):
mimick the Amish.”

This situation was partially
rectified when Kent replaced
copies of the problematic
version. However, as many
as ten (10) readers may have
copies with the pathetically
sloppy conclusion.
Resolution: No more failure.

Fact & Fiction About Kent Roberts
Fact: At least once in his life, Kent has pulled an ergonomic keyboard out of his sweatshirt.
Fiction: At least once in his life, Kent has pulled a standard keyboard out of his sweatshirt.
1 the epoch that is current at the time of publication (August 17, 1977, until Kent’s future, bizarre, harrowing, and untimely death)
Copyright © 2017 Kent is Unsure if He Should Feel Worried or Pleased to Realize That Ice Cream Has Becomes a Staple of His Diet.

Kentphorism:
“If I had a nickel for every time
I made 4 cents this year, I’d
have a little better cash flow.”

bacKent

Kentphorism:
“I get my ideas from a careful
blend of rational analysis and
waiting for the imp-whispers.”

THE WORLD’S MOST UNMOORED & UNSEAWORTHY BACKSIDE OF A PUBLICATION ABOUT KENT ROBERTS

Pocket inventory for July 11, 2017
•

by Kent Roberts
Occasionally I like to take
inventory of my pockets, just
to have a little more
accountability for what’s
going on in there – but I
have not previously
discussed my findings in
Kent. Please be aware that
this comprehensive pocket
inventory was taken when I
was at rest and had already
removed my phone and
wallet to set the latter on top
of the former, covering its
camera lens, at the right side
of my computer.

•
•
•
•
•

•

the other side blank,
the other with black
ink and minimal pink
highlighting on its
front (I’m referring to
the lined side as the
front, but I am aware
there would be those
who might claim that
the unlined side is the
“true front” of an
index card, and we
rightly recognize
those people as
wrong-headed) and
primarily red ink
with secondary black
ink on its back, along
with extensive pink
highlighting.

Keys (Kent HQ key,
Kent Parent HQ key,
Kentmobile key)
Headphones, one
pair, tangled
1 black pen, Pilot G2
Lip balm, non-GMO,
Desert Essence
Phone power cord
One highlighter,
described as “the size
of a standard hot
dog” by Kent Size &
Quantity Assessor
Kent Roberts, pink
Two 3 x 5 cards
containing to-do lists
– one with black-ink
items on one side and

A talk with my landlords
by Kent Roberts
I spoke with my
landlords, Joseph
and Kelly. It was
first thing in the
morning. We

discussed how I'd
left my car there
during streetcleaning. When the
talk ended, I went to
the mirror and
realized that I had

three issues with my
face: a small but
visible booger (A),
an eye crusty (B),
and the dry facial
patch discussed in
Kent July #1 (C).

Issue C had been
untended via
application of aloe
vera, vitamin E, or
tea tree oil.
Resolution: Get
some self-respect.

Laundry update
by Kent Roberts

Two loads of laundry have been
completed and put away in the

closet in the last three days. It’s
been madness around here.

